Jan. 26 - Feb 2, 2007 Sermon:

Criminals are Pre-Marked by GOD

I seek refuge in ALLAH from satan the rejected.
In the name of ALLAH, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
“Criminals” are defined by GOD as: those guilty of disbelief – those who reject the
revelations – those who accept or believe in part of the scripture only – those who distort the
revelations – those who conceal the revelations – those who argue about GOD’s revelations those who lie against GOD – those who fabricate, innovate, or engage in conjecture – those who
believe and follow hearsay or blindly follow the parent’s religion – those who follow sources and
teachings beside the Quran – those who follow unauthorized human beings – those who display
arrogance and ego - those who violate their oaths – those who commit idolatry of any form –
those who reject the notion of the Hereafter, and the Day of Judgment - those who set up gods
beside Him by rejecting His messengers, and there is more in the Quran.
GOD already knows who the criminals are. Even before the criminals get a chance in this
life to believe or disbelieve; the Creator already knows what their decision will be, and the level
of opposition that they will present to GOD, His revelations and His messengers. For this reason,
the final scripture - the Quran, has verses that are already pre-marked with precise language and
the mathematical component enshrined within them, identifying and warning the disbelievers.
This has been done to expose the criminals, and to let them know that God is fully aware of their
disbelief and transgressions. Instead of being caught in a surprise on the Day of Judgment, they
are made aware during this life through the messengers and the believers, of the consequences
they will have to face on the Day of Judgment. First, I will recite a few verses on each aspect of
disbelief mentioned above and some relevant proofs.
Disbelief:
4:136 (Part of Vs.) Anyone who refuses to believe (disbelieves) in ALLAH, and His angels,
and His scriptures, and His messengers, and the Last Day, has indeed strayed far astray.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 – profoundly marked to warn the disbelievers.
85:19 Those who disbelieve are plagued with denial.
84:22 This is because those who disbelieved are rejecting (the Quran).
Revealed: my name letters are 9 and 10, the diff. is 1; the Arabic letters are 19 & 18, diff. is 1.
Rejecting Revelations:
10:39 Indeed, they have rejected this (the Quran and its subsequent revelations) without
studying and examining it, and before understanding it. Thus did those before them disbelieve.
Therefore, note the consequences for the transgressors.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 25, and my letters are 44, the diff. is 19.
27:84 When they arrive, He will say, “You have rejected My revelations, before acquiring
knowledge about them. Is this not what you did?”
Revealed: The Aleefs are 12, and my letters are 26, the diff. is 14, revealing the Sacred Codes

Believing in Part of the Scripture only:
2:85 (Part of Vs.) Do you believe in part of the scripture and disbelieve in part?
Revealed: my name letters are 14. The Quran is structured on the Code of the Seven Pairs, as
well as the Code of 19 according to verses 15:87 and 74:30. Those who do not believe in these
revelations have disbelieved in the Scripture and in GOD.
15:91 They accept the Quran only partially.
15:92 By your Lord, we will question them all.
Revealed: my name letters are 10 and 11, the diff. is 1 – surely GOD will question them all.
15:92 By your Lord, we will question them all.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 66 ALLAH, the Supreme, will hold everyone accountable.
Revealed: The Arabic letters are 19, and the Quranic Initials are 14, revealing the Sacred Codes
Distorting the Quran:
2:75 Do you expect them to believe as you do, when some of them used to hear the word of
GOD, then distort it, with full understanding thereof, and deliberately.
2:79 Therefore, woe to those who distort the scripture with their own hands, then say, “This is
what GOD has revealed,” seeking a cheap material gain. Woe to them for such distortion, and
woe to them for their illicit gains.
Revealed: The Allah letters are marked as 17 and 31, the diff. is 14 – it is impossible to distort
GOD’s revelations as they are guarded under His Sacred Codes, as you can see and witness here.
Revealed: my name letters are 47 and 63, the sum is 110 – the messengers are also marked in
the Quran with their name letters guarded by GOD’s Absolute Authority, as you can see.
Concealing GOD’s Words:
2:174 Those who conceal God’s revelations in the scripture, in exchange for a cheap material
gain, eat but fire in their bellies. God will not speak to them on the Day of Resurrection, nor will
He purify them. They have incurred a painful retribution.
3:77 As for those who trade away God’s covenant, and their obligations, for a cheap price, they
receive no share in the Hereafter. God will not speak to them, nor look at them, on the Day of
Resurrection, nor will He purify them. They have incurred a painful retribution.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 48 and 49, the diff. is 1 – GOD is fully aware of those who
conceal or trade away His revelations, as is evident from this pair of similar verses.
Arguing about God and His revelations:
22:3 Among the people, there are those who argue about GOD without knowledge, and follow
every rebellious devil.
22:8 Among the people, there is the one who argues about GOD without knowledge, and
without guidance, and without an enlightening scripture.
Revealed: my name letters are 25 and 26, the diff. is 1
Revealed: The Arabic letters are 42 and 43, diff. is 1; Quranic Initials are 31 & 32, diff. is 1
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*** Those who argue about God and His revelations, and His choice of messengers
have no basis, as the proofs revealed above indicate. Glory be to my Lord.
Lying against GOD
6:93 Who is more evil than one who fabricates lies and attributes them to GOD, or says, “I have
received divine inspiration,” when no such inspiration was given to him, or says, “I can write the
same as God’s revelations”? If only you could see the transgressors at the time of death! The
angels extend their hands to them, saying, “Let go of your souls.” Today, you have incurred a
shameful retribution for saying about GOD other than the truth, and for being too arrogant to
accept His revelations.
Revealed: The Allah letters are a perfect 66 in the Verse – false messengers cannot reveal this.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 66, and my name initials are 85, the diff. is 19, glory be to God.
Revealed: my name letters are a perfect 110 – GOD’s Absolute Authority to back up truthful
messengers chosen and appointed by Him.
29:68 Who is more evil than one who fabricates lies and attributes them to GOD, or rejects the
truth when it comes to him? Is Hell not a just retribution for the disbelievers?
Revealed: The Allah letters are 21, and my letters are 35, the diff. is 14 – the truthful
messengers are backed and supported by clear proofs provided by GOD, such as the Sacred
Codes revealed here though Verses 6:93 and 29:68. The false ones who claim to be from God
are thus exposed through these revelations.
Conjecture, Fabrications and Innovations
10:36 Most of them follow nothing but conjecture, and conjecture is no substitute for the truth.
GOD is fully aware of everything they do.
Revealed: The Aleefs are 13, and my letters are 32, the diff. is 19 – the truth is confirmed here.
Revealed: up to the word: TRUTH, the Allah letters are 14, and my letters are 19 revealing the
“Truth” through the Sacred Codes of 14 and 19, glory be to my Lord.
6:116 If you obey the majority of people on earth, they will divert you from the path of GOD.
They follow only conjecture; they only guess.
Revealed: The Aleefs are 12, and my letters are 31, the diff. is 19, praise be to Allah.
*** Note that the set of verses 10:36 and 6:116 have Aleefs 13 and 12, and my letters are 32 and
31, revealing the difference of 1. This proves that messengers do not conjecture; they are
provided with the truth and the proofs by GOD, whereas the majority of humans conjecture and
guess. This is why the information and teachings of unauthorized humans should not be relied
upon, as the above clear proofs reveal. Note the difference of 19 through each verse also.
3:24 This is because they said, “The hellfire will not touch us, except for a few days.” They were
thus deceived in their religion by their own fabrications.
The following is a very powerful verse meant to shame people who consistently engage
in arguments based on innovations fabricated by them and their parents, without referring to
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Quran and without realizing whether their information is approved by God or not. I will show
you how Part 1 and 2 of the verse reveals a very clear message – the number 114 through Allah
letters and 352 through my name letters. Quran (352) has 114 chapters, and the weight of God’s
proof is evident by revealing 2 important values through His name and that of His messenger.
7:71 (Part 1) He said, “You have incurred condemnation and wrath from your Lord.”
7:71 (Part 2) Do not argue with me in defense of innovations you have fabricated – you and
your parents – which were never authorized by GOD.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters are 61 and 175, diff. is 114 – being the chapters in Quran.
Revealed: The GV of my letters are 616 and 968, the diff. is 352 – name of scripture – Quran.
The last part of the verse is marked under the Sacred Codes also.
7:71 (Part 3) Therefore, wait and I will wait along with you.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 34, and of my letters is 466. By placing these values side
by side, they reveal the Sacred Codes of 19 and 14, praise be to God.
34,466 = 19 x 1814 ………….. Reverse: 466,34 = 14 x 3331
Following Parents Religion Blindly
43:22 The fact is: they said, “We found our parents carrying on certain practices, and we are
following in their footsteps.”
43:23 Invariably, when we sent a warner to any community, the leaders of that community
would say, “We found our parents following certain practices, and we will continue in their
footsteps.”
43:24 (The messenger) would say, “What if I brought to you better guidance than what you
inherited from your parents?” They would say, “We are disbelievers in the message you
brought.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 + 28 + 19 = 66, ALLAH – messengers are sent with the
guidance from ALLAH. People who follow their parent’s religion blindly and reject God’s
message through the messengers are condemned to Hell. This is now a proven fact.
Revealed: The Allah letters for 3 verses are 66, and my name initials are 67, the diff. is 1
Revealed: 43:21-22, my letters are 21 and 40, the difference is 19 – Sacred Code
Revealed: 43:22-23, my initials are 33 and 19, the difference is 14 – Sacred Code
Revealed: 43:24, The Allah letters are 19, and my initials are also 19 – Perfectly Matched.
The profound and sacred markings through the proofs revealed, have expressed the
strength and truth of these verses, if only the human being can reflect on them. “Better guidance
than what you inherited from your parents,” is reflected and proven here through the “Revelation
of 1 and 66, the revelation of the Sacred Codes, and the Matching Revelation.” Glory be to God.
10:78 They said, “Did you come to divert us from what we found our parents doing, and to
attain positions of prominence on earth for yourselves? We will never join you as believers.”
Revealed: my name letters in the verse are 38, a multiple of 19.
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Part of Vs: “We will never join you as believers.”
Proof: my letters are 14 – the Seven Pairs.
Following Sources and Teachings beside the Quran
39:29 Part 1: GOD cites the example of a man who deals with disputing partners.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10, and my letters are 11, the diff. is 1 – most people follow
unauthorized human beings for religious teachings rather than follow God’s messengers. These
religious leaders act as representing God, thus making them partners with God, constituting a
serious form of idolatry, falsehood, and blasphemy.
39:29 Part 2: Compared to a man who deals with one consistent source.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6, and my letters are 7, the diff. is 1 – the teachings of the
messengers provides “one consistent source,” as they follow the revealed words of GOD (the
Quran), which comes with the truthful interpretation of His words also.
39:29 Part 3: Are they the same? Praise be to GOD; most of them do not know.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 260, and of my letters is 612, the diff. is 352. This spells
out the word – QURAN – a clear and solid proof, and confirms what I have stated above – that
the messengers follow the scripture through the revealed words of GOD.
Revealed: The GV of my initials is 598, and of my total name letters is 612, the diff. is 14.
Revealed: my name initials in this part of the verse are precisely 19 also.
39:29 “Praise be to Allah; most of them do not know.”
Confirming Proof: my name letters are 14, revealing the Revelation of the Seven Pairs.

6:114 Shall I seek other than GOD as a source of law, when He has revealed to you this book
fully detailed? Those who received the scripture recognize that it has been revealed from your
Lord, truthfully. You shall not harbor any doubt.
6:115 The word of your Lord is complete in truth and justice. Nothing shall abrogate His words.
He is the Hearer, the Omniscient.
Believers Recognize: The Aleefs in each verse are 16 and 5, revealing 165 – God’s Signature
of Absolute and Supreme Authority over the scripture.
Additional Proof: 6:114 The GV of Allah letters is 456 = 19 x 24
6:115 The GV of Allah letters is 285 = 19 x 15 – Both verses are Coded by GOD.
18:27 Part 1: You shall recite what is revealed to you of your Lord’s scripture. Nothing shall
abrogate His words.
Revealed: my name initials are 14, and my letters are 19 – the messenger recites the scripture as
well as gives the sermons along with the Sacred Proofs, in accordance with God’s will.
18:27 Part 2: And you shall not find any other source beside it.
The Profound Reason, Logic & Proof: The Allah letters are 4, whose GV spells out 66, the
Name of ALLAH. (Praise and glory be to Him)
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***Note this Verse and the Example given of People who followed other Books & Teachings:
62:5 Part 1: The example of those who were given the Torah, then failed to uphold it, is like
the donkey carrying great works of literature.
Part 2: Miserable indeed is the example of people who rejected God’s revelations. God does not
guide the wicked people.
Revealed: The Arabic letters are 50 and 53, the diff. is 3
Revealed: The Allah letter are 20 and 23, the diff. is 3
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 29 and 32, the diff. is 3
COMMENT: Those people who turn wicked by failing to uphold God’s scripture, and follow
other books and teachings, are blinded by God such that they cannot even recognize this very
special and unique writing of God’s revelations, whereby He matches the number 3, three times
to reveal a profound message for the believers. The number 3 here indicates that Quran is the
third scripture after Torah, and it also indicates that Makbool Husain is the third messenger from
the time the Quran was revealed to prophet Muhammad. (Glory be to my Lord). Note the Verse
one more time in a different pattern.
62:5 Part 1: The example of those who were given the Torah, then failed to uphold it.
Part 2: Is like the donkey carrying great works of literature.
Revealed: The Aleefs are 4 and 5, the diff. is 1
Part 3: Miserable indeed is the example of people who rejected God’s revelations.
Part 4: God does not guide the wicked people.
Revealed: The Aleefs are 5 and 4, the diff. is 1 – the Supreme Revelation of Aleef delivers the
message of God loud and clear to all the people, who do not uphold all the commands of God.
Those who think that the Torah was not sent down to the people proclaiming God’s
commandments in the past, here is the Proof again:
62:5 The example of those who were given the Torah. (GV of Allah letters is 128, confirming
through the messenger, Husain, that it was sent in the past to the Children of Israel.)
62:5 Then failed to uphold it. (GV of Allah letters is 66, confirming that the majority of the
Children of Israel failed to uphold the commands of ALLAH (66), and disregarded the Scripture.
Today’s generations of Christians and Jews have deviated, just like their ancestors had
deviated. Their only recourse and path to righteousness is to believe in all of God’s messengers,
and follow the purified teachings through the revelations of the Quran. This is also confirmed by
God through the revelations above.
Following unauthorized Human Beings and Religious Scholars
42:21 They follow idols who decree for them religious laws never authorized by GOD. If it
were not for the predetermined decision, they would have been judged immediately. Indeed, the
transgressors have incurred a painful retribution.
4:60 Have you noted those who claim that they believe in what was revealed to you, and in what
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was revealed before you, then uphold the unjust laws of their idols? They were commanded
to reject such laws. Indeed, it is the devil’s wish to lead them far astray.
Revealed: The Allah letters for each verse are 36 + 40, the sum is 76, a multiple of 19.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 48 + 66, the sum is 114, a multiple of 19 also, and
reveal the ultimate, purified teachings of the Quran through God’s messenger. Note that verse
4:60 has been inscribed with my name letters as 66, referring to the current revelations that you
observe and witness, as well as belief in all the past revelations, to show and prove that you are
an ongoing submitter to God.
4:60 Have you noted those who claim that they believe in what was revealed to you, and in what
was revealed before you, then uphold the unjust laws of their idols? They were commanded to
reject such laws. Indeed, it is the devil’s wish to lead them far astray.
4:61 When they are told, “Come to what God has revealed, and to the messenger,” you see
the hypocrites shunning you completely.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 40 and 26, the diff. is 14 – God is inviting the people through
this messenger to take heed through the Revelations and the Sign of the Seven Pairs.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 40 and 26, the sum is 66 – these revelations are from the
Almighty, Most Wise, Lord of the universe – ALLAH – 66
Arrogance and Ego
45:31 As for those who disbelieve: “Were not My revelations recited to you, but you turned
arrogant and were wicked people?
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters up to “Aayatee – Revelations” is precisely 66 (Allah) and
for the entire verse is 128, (Husain). For this generation, God’s revelations are being recited by
His messenger, and the arrogant and the wicked will be questioned.
Revealed: The chapter number 45 and verse number 31, the diff. is 14 – the Seven Pairs
39:59 Yes indeed (you did get enough chances). MY proofs came to you, but you rejected
them, turned arrogant, and became a disbeliever.
23:66 MY proofs have been presented to you, but you turned back on your heels.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 + 6, the sum is 14 – Proofs of the Seven Pairs.
Revealed: my name letters are 18 and 19, the diff. is 1 – God’s “Special Revelation of 1” has
been sent down to Makbool Husain, to reveal, confirm and prove the truth that “GOD IS ONE.”
The Sign given to me is the “SEVEN PAIRS.”
*** Note the above verses 45:31 talks about God’s revelations (verses) being recited to the
people, whereas verses 39:59 and 23:66 specifically talk about God’s proofs of these verses
being recited to the people. The built-in proofs within these verses confirms the essence and the
true meaning of the verses, glory be to my Lord.
EGO: 45:23 Have you noted the one whose god is his ego? Consequently, GOD sends him
astray, despite his knowledge, seals his hearing and his mind, and places a veil on his eyes. Who
then can guide him, after such a decision by GOD? Would you not take heed?
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25:43 Have you seen the one whose god is his own ego? Will you be his advocate?
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 – “Proof of the Seven Pairs”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14, and my letters are 13, the diff. is 1 – “Revelation of 1”

Violating the Oaths made with GOD
2:225 (part) GOD does not hold you responsible for the mere utterance of oaths; He holds you
responsible for your innermost intentions.
5:89 (part) GOD does not hold you responsible for the mere utterance of oaths; He holds you
responsible for your actual intentions.
Revealed: my name letters are 30 and 29, the diff. is 1 – it is only by accepting the messengers
and following them - that the people can show and prove their upholding of the oaths and
pledges made with GOD. This test brings out the innermost thoughts and actual intentions of all
human beings, and either proves their acceptance of God’s Absolute Authority, or exposes them
as a disbeliever in His Absoluteness. Note that the human messenger’s letters are used here.
16:91 You shall fulfill your covenant with GOD when you make such a covenant. You shall not
violate the oaths after swearing (by God) to carry them out, for you have made GOD a
guarantor for you. GOD knows everything you do.
16:94 Do not abuse the oaths among you, lest you slide back after having a strong foothold,
then you incur misery. Such is the consequence of repelling from the path of GOD (by setting a
bad example); you incur a terrible retribution.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 34 and 20, the diff. is 14 – marked with the “Seven Pairs”
Revealed: my name letters are 40 and 41, the diff. is 1 – marked with the “Revelation of 1”
The humans made several Covenants with GOD. Some people totally disregard these
Covenants, while others may agree on the Eternal Existence of GOD as ONE, and agree that the
Scriptures are from GOD; but the vast majority out of those who agree, deny and dispute the
revelations of GOD within the scriptures and the system of messengers that GOD decreed to
send guidance to them. Therefore, I am going to recite 2 sets of verses – the first one is about
rejecting God’s revelations, and the second one is about rejecting God’s messengers – both of
these are serious violations of the oaths and covenants pledged to GOD.
2:99 We have sent down to you such clear revelations, and only the wicked will reject them.
2:100 Is it not a fact that when they make a covenant and pledge to keep it, some of them
always disregard it? In fact, most of them do not believe.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 15 and 14, diff. is 1-Most of the people violate their Covenants.
Revealed: my name letters are 22 and 21, the diff. is 1-Most of the people do not believe.
7:101 We narrate to you the history of those communities: their messengers went to them with
clear proofs, but they were not to believe in what they had rejected before. GOD thus seals
the hearts of the disbelievers.
7:102 We found that most of them disregard their covenant; we found most of them wicked.
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Revealed: In the previous set of 2:99-100, the Allah letters are 15 + 14 = 29
Revealed: In this set of 7:101-102, the Allah letters are 32 + 11 = 43; the diff. is 14.
Revealed: 7:101 has 14 Aleefs – the profound Sign of Absoluteness of GOD.
Revealed: my initials are 42; my letters are 56, the diff. is 14 – marked with the Seven Pairs
Revealed: 7:101 has 32 Allah letters, and 7:102 has my letters as 18, the diff. is 14
Revealed: 7:101-102, total Arabic letters are 140, my letters are 74, the diff. is 66, a special
marking by ALLAH, Most Gracious, to reveal His name through my name letters and the Arabic
letters, and through the verse talking about messengers and the clear proofs.
As if these proofs are not enough for the hypocrites, the Most Wise breaks down verse
7:101 into 4 parts, to reveal the profound “Revelation of 1” through each part. Glory be to God.
This puts added emphasis on “messengers” and the “system of God.”
7:101 Part 1: We narrate to you the history of those communities.
Part 2: Their messengers went to them with clear proofs.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and 7, the diff. is 1
Part 3: But they were not to believe in what they had rejected before.
Part 4: God thus seals the hearts of the disbelievers.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and 9, the diff. is 1.
If we line up the Allah letters as they appear – 8-7-8-9, you can see that the diff. is 1 each
time between consecutive numbers. Praise be to Allah for this profound Proof. Since the
messengers are given Divine Signs and Proofs from God, their rejection amounts to rejection of
God’s Absolute Authority, 110, as well as rejection of ALLAH, 66. Reflect on this:
Part of Vs: Their messengers went to them with clear proofs.
Part of Vs: But they were not to believe in what they had rejected before.
Sign given to Messenger: GV of my name letters are 400 and 510, the diff. is 110 – this proves
that most people reject the messengers, as they reject God’s Absolute Authority, and fear other
humans rather than fearing GOD.
The Sign of Seven Pairs: The GV of Allah letters for both parts is 168 = 14 x 12
The GV of my name letters both parts is 910 = 14 x 65
Part of Vs: “But they were not to believe in what they had rejected before.”
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is precisely 66 – a clear rejection of Allah, His
Authority and His privilege to do as He wills. May God forgive the believers.
Committing Idolatry
6:82 Those who believe, and do not pollute their belief with idol worship, have deserved the
perfect security, and they are truly guided.
Revealed: The Allah letters are a perfect 19 in this verse – the clear path to your Lord.
Revealed: Allah letters are 19, and my letters are 33, the diff. is 14 – the clear path to follow
God’s messengers. These proofs define what idolatry is and how to avoid it.
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39:17 As for those who discard the worship of all idols, and devote themselves totally to God
alone, have deserved happiness. Give good news to My servants.
Revealed: 39:17 The Allah letters are 23 (Wahdahoo), God Alone., GV is 238 = 14 x 17
Revealed: 6:82 The Allah letters are 19 (Waahed) God is One, GV is 238 = 14 x 17 Matching
12:106 The majority of those who believe in God do not do so without committing idol worship.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is a perfect 110 – most people even after believing disobey
God’s Absolute Authority, by disregarding some of the commands.

Rejecting the Day of Judgment and the Hereafter
45:24 They said, “We only life this life; we live and die and only time causes our death! They
have no sure knowledge about this; they only conjecture.
45:25 When our revelations are recited to them, clearly, their only argument is to say, “Bring
back our forefathers, if you are truthful.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 34 + 23, the sum is 57, a multiple of 19
Revealed: my name letters are 44 and 30, the diff. is 14, the Seven Pairs.
19:66 The human being asks, “After I die, do I come back to life?”
19:67 Did the human being forget that we created him already, and he was nothing?
Revealed: The Aleefs are 7 and 7 (Seven Pairs), the coded human creature was created by
GOD; similarly they will be resurrected by GOD.
Revealed: The Arabic letters in the verses are 30 + 36, the sum is 66 – glory be to ALLAH
Revealed: Verse 19:67, The GV of Allah letters is 162, which proves that the human being was
created for the specific purpose of worshiping and submitting to the Creator – ALLAH
Setting up gods beside Allah, by rejecting His messengers
25:41 When they saw you, they always ridiculed you: “Is this the one chosen by GOD to be a
messenger?”
25:42 “He almost diverted us from our gods, if it were not that we steadfastly persevered with
them.” They will certainly find out, when they see the retribution, who are the real strayers from
the path.
Revealed: The Aleefs are 12 and 13, the diff. is 1 – Proof of Absoluteness about messengers.
Let me show you verse 25:42, where the disbelievers get disturbed when the messenger preaches
worship of One God to them, and what it means.
25:42 (Part 1) He almost diverted us from our gods, if it were not that we persevered with them.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 17, and my letters are 16, the diff. is 1 – these proofs from the
One, Absolute God, do disturb a lot of people in various communities, who want to continue
with their arrogance by disbelieving in these revelations and refusing to submit to ALLAH.
25:42 (Part 2) They will certainly find out, when they see the retribution, who are the real
strayers from the path.
Revealed: Both Parts: The Allah letters are 17 and 8, the pattern to reveal the name of the
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messenger, Makbool, 178 – Praise be to God.
15:94 Therefore, carry out the orders given to you, and disregard the idol worshipers.
15:95 We will spare you the mockers.
15:96 Who set up another god beside ALLAH. They will surely find out.
Proof of these Verses: The Arabic letters are precisely 66 up to “god beside Allah,” with the
remaining Arabic letters being only 14 to end the verse; thus revealing the name of Allah, as well
as the Seven Pairs. This command is therefore, addressed to myself.
51:51 Do not set up beside GOD any other god. I am sent by Him to you as a manifest warner.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 16, and my name initials are 17, the diff. is 1
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is precisely 202 for LORD.
Part of Verse: Do not set up beside GOD any other god. (GV of my letters is 202 for Lord)
51:52 (Part 1) Consistently, when a messenger went to the previous generations.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 128, revealing the name of the messenger, Husain
(Part 2) They said, “magician, or crazy.”
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 66 for ALLAH. To call the messenger by such insulting
words and names is actually an insult to GOD, as the verse proves through the revelation of His
Sacred Name, ALLAH (66).
After reciting and summarizing some verses under each heading, I am now going to
recite and narrate the verses which prove that the criminals under all of the above categories are
specifically marked by GOD through His blessed words. Pay attention to the portion of the
verses highlighted and underlined, for the revelation of 66 – ALLAH, whose glorified name has
only 4 arabic letters.
8:8 For He has decreed that the truth shall prevail, and the falsehood shall vanish, in spite of the
evildoers.
Revealed: “In spite of the evildoers” is marked with 4 Allah letters with a GV of 66.
9:32 They want to put out GOD’s light with their mouths, but GOD insists upon perfecting His
light, in spite of the disbelievers.
Revealed: “In spite of the disbelievers” is marked with 4 Allah letters with a GV of 66.
9:33 He is the One who sent His messenger with the guidance and the religion of truth, and will
make it dominate all religions, in spite of the idol worshipers.
Revealed: “In spite of the idol worshipers” is marked with 4 Allah letters with a GV of 66.
10:82 GOD establishes the truth with His words, despite the criminals.
Revealed: “despite the criminals” is marked with 4 Allah letters with a GV of 66.
These are 4 different examples of verses, and there are more in the Quran, which reveal a
uniform pattern of “evildoers, disbelievers, idol worshipers, and the criminals” being marked
with the 4 letters of Allah bearing the GV of 66, which comprise His name, Allah – the Lord of
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the universe. This proves that the criminals are already known to Him, and this specific marking
is meant to alert and warn them to take heed now before it is too late for them. Now I will show
you a different kind of marking and revelation for those bound for Hell.
19:68 By your Lord, we will certainly summon them, together with the devils, and will gather
them around Hell, humiliated.
19:69 Then we will pick out from each group the most ardent opponent of the Most Gracious.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 9 and 10, the diff. is 1 – the leaders who corrupted their
followers will be in deep trouble and will carry a load of sins on their backs. The leaders, out of
their arrogance, were the most vicious opponents of the Most Gracious who prevented their
followers from receiving or believing in the message of the Most Gracious.
19:70 We know full well those who are most deserving of burning therein.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 and the GV is precisely 165, to match with His Shahadah,
which also has 12 Allah letters and a GV of 165. This reveals His Absolute Authority to
condemn and punish the evildoers, criminals, idol worshipers and the disbelievers.
19:71 Every single one of you must see it; this is an irrevocable decision of your Lord.
19:72 Then we rescue the righteous, and leave the transgressors in it, humiliated.
Revealed: The Allah letters for all 3 verses – 19:70, 71, 72 are: 12-11-10, diff. of 1. Glory and
Praise be to Allah.
(19:72) Why would the righteous – those who believed and followed God’s messengers – be
rescued after the Hell is shown to them, while the disbelievers will stay in it forever? Here is the
answer:
Part 1: Then we rescue the righteous
Part 2: And leave the transgressors in it, humiliated.
Revealed: The GV of the messenger’s letters are 346 and 236, revealing the diff. of 110 – the
believers will be rescued, as they were intelligent enough to believe in God and obey His
Absolute Authority, in accordance with the Shahadah “La Elaha Ella Hoo – (there is no god but
He) GV 110.” The disbelievers, on the other hand, will be guilty of blaspheming and disobeying
His Absolute Authority, and therefore, they will be confined eternally to Hell, humiliated.
Just like the criminals are marked with the specific lettering of Allah’s name letters;
similarly, the invitation to submit to God is also marked in the same way, with 4 Allah letters
that make up His name, with the GV of these letters tied in to His name also – Allah 66.
21:108 Proclaim, “I have been given divine inspiration that your god is one god. Will you then
submit?
Revealed: “Will you then submit?” is marked with 4 Allah letters with a GV of 66 – ALLAH.
11:14 If they fail to meet your challenge, then know that this is revealed with GOD’s knowledge,
and that there is no god except HE. Will you then submit?
Revealed: “Will you then submit?” is marked with 4 Allah letters with a GV of 66 – ALLAH.
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There is a verse in the Quran that warns the submitters (Muslims), that they will be
treated like “Criminals” based on what I have recited in this sermon and there is more in the
Quran. When the followers of the Quran do not uphold God’s laws, and knowingly, intentionally
transgress them, then they are criminals or even worse. Here are the verses:
68:35 Shall we treat the Submitters (Muslims) like the criminals?
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7, and my letters are 14; this proof reveals that the submitters
(followers of the Quran) who do not believe in subsequent revelations of the Quran and the
subsequent messengers after Muhammad, will be treated like criminals and punished as God has
mentioned in earlier verses.
68:36 What is wrong with your logic?
68:37 Do you have another book to uphold?
Revealed: The Allah letters are 2 and 3, the diff. is 1 – this book - the Quran, is from GOD,
whereas the books and teachings that the hypocrites follow are from the devil. The messenger is
sent by GOD, whereas the disbeliever’s religious leaders and scholars are from the devil.
Revealed: my name letters are 8 and 8, Matching Revelation.
Revealed: The GV of my letters is 224 and 238, the diff. is 14 – the Matching Revelation along
with the Proof of the Seven Pairs, as well as the Revelation of 1 explain God’s verses and has
clarified what God is telling the humans.
Revealed: my letters GV’s: 224,238 =19 x 11802 and 224,238 =14x16017 – the Sacred Codes
68:38 In it, do you find anything you want?
Revealed: The GV of my letters is 266 = 14 x 19, revealing the fact that the Quran is composed
on the Sacred Codes, whereas other books that the hypocrites and the disbelievers refer to, or the
commands from them, do not carry God’s Signature or His authorization, as sanctioned through
the Codes of 14 and 19 in the Quran. It also enlightens us to the fact that the Quran and its
commands are revealed through the messengers, whereas the other books emphasize on scholars
and leaders rather than the messengers.
68:39 Part 1: Or, have you received solemn assurances from us that grant you whatever you
wish on the Day of Resurrection?
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12, and the GV is 165 – matching with the Shahadah, which
also has 12 Allah letters and a GV of 165. The Absolute God has not given blanket assurance of
forgiveness to anyone; His mercy and forgiveness is all conditional upon the human being
reverencing His Absolute Authority by worshiping Him and observing all His commands.
Revealed: The GV of my letters is 608, a multiple of 19
Part 2: Wrong indeed is your judgment.
Revealed: The GV of my letters is 294, a multiple of 14. This verse has revealed the Sacred
Codes through my name letters for each part of the verse.
*** Note that the translation for Part 2 of this verse is missing in the “Authorized English
Translation” of the Quran, whereas in Arabic, this verse has Part 2, given above.
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Revealed: The GV of Allah letters for both parts is 165 + 62 = 227. This is the value of “The
Believers (Al-Muhmineen), 227. The believers never take anything for granted, nor do they
fabricate false stories about God. In fact, they constantly implore God and ask for forgiveness
and repent to Him. Their behavior is opposite that of the disbelievers, and is always in line with
the commands of GOD.
5:60 Say, “Let me tell you who are worse in the sight of GOD: those who are condemned by
GOD after incurring His wrath until He made them (as despicable as) monkeys and pigs, and the
idol worshipers. These are far worse, and farther from the right path.”
5:61 When they come to you, they say, “We believe,” even though they were full of disbelief
when they entered, and they are full of disbelief when they leave. GOD is full aware of
everything they conceal.
PROVEN CONSEQUENCES: The Allah letters are 38 and 24, the diff. is 14 – Seven Pairs
Parts of Verses are Marked 5:60 “These are far worse, and farther from the right path.”
Revealed: my name letters are 14 – God has informed us as to who the verse is addressed to –
anyone who does not believe in this message, the Sacred Codes, and the messenger, has severely
strayed off the path and is condemned by GOD.
5:61 (Part) When they come to you, they say, “We believe,” even though they were full of
disbelief when they entered, and they are full of disbelief when they leave.
Revealed: my letters are marked to be 19 – GOD is addressing today’s generation of people
through this messenger.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is precisely 110 – the people are being reminded of God’s
Absolute Authority. You cannot believe in Him till you believe in His messengers and the
messages. To say, “We believe,” is not enough - your hearts also have to believe what your
mouth utters. When some humans fake their belief to please themselves or others, GOD is fully
aware of the innermost intentions. Glory be to GOD.
The purpose and benefit of the Quran is summed up through a short verse, coded under
the Seven Pairs – the verse number is 77, and has the Allah letters also as 7.
27:77 And most assuredly, it (the Quran) is a guide and mercy for the believers.
The Arabic letters are 21, and the Allah letters are 7, the diff. is 14 - the Seven Pairs Quran.
The Allah letters are 7 and my name initials are 12, the sum is 19, Praise be to God.
I implore GOD to let His message reach every human on earth, and to guide those who
deserve His mercy. The disbelieving humans are hereby warned through this message of 14
pages, and through this website, to take heed, shun their ego, overcome their arrogance, and
submit fully to GOD.
Peace be upon the messengers.
PRAISE BE TO ALLAH, LORD OF THE UNIVERSE.
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